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	PROBLEM STATEMENT: Obsolescence EngineeringObsolete parts and their 2D prints impact logistics and maintenance activities and ultimately negatively impact mission readiness due to their inability to be procured. A real life example, and DES project, is the M109 Paladin Alternator is obsolete and required reverse engineering with updates to latest materials and manufacturing methods. DES tore down the baseline alternator, scanned and regenerated the TDP in CAD, performed analyses to verify and improve the designs, and manufactured prototypes for First Article Test (FAT), which ultimately will qualify the design and TDP (government owned TDP) for use as replacement alternators.   
	BENEFITS: Government Owned TDP (2D/3D Drawings)Leveraging the latest and greatest technology coupled with tried and true engineering know-how and processes yields effective obsolescent management solutions. Ultimately the scope is scalable depending upon performance characteristics of the part being replaced. For example, an obsolete bracket with minimal to no consequence to performance can be reverse engineered rapidly (i.e. days). An obsolete system with impacts to performance requirements engages the wisdom and expertise of the DES team to:  define requirements, design to requirements, verify the design via analyses to mitigate risks to performance, and qualify to requirements through validation demonstration tests. 
	TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION: Rapid Prototype and Maintenance Test ArticlesDES provides effective reverse engineering solutions through utilizing the latest and greatest technology - an Artec Leo scanner - and good old fashioned grit with CAD and engineering talent. In the of the M109 Alternator redesign, each part was torn down, evaluated, analyzed, and recreated in modernized CAD solution with opportunity to leverage 3D drawings. Engineering analysis via Hyperworks/Altair (FEA/stress) and Ansys MotorCAD (coil geometry/power generation) was applied during design verification to de-risk the engineered solution. DES sought an AS9100 alternator specialist to manufacture the new design. DES built a dyno/test stand to verify performance of the FAT units prior to sending for government FAT. 
	Company Name: Technology Title: DEFENSE ENGINEERING SERVICESA Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business 
	Event Title: MARINE DEPOT MAINTENANCE COMMAND
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